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1st AIL- SURANA AND SURANA
NATIONAL FAMILY LAW MOOT
COURT COMPETITION (2020)
:SAMIKSHA YADAV (1ST YEAR)

“Winning is fun, but
winning is not the point
Wanting to win is the win
Not giving up is the point
Never being satisfied with
what you’ve done is the
point.”

The Army Institute of Law, Mohali hosted its
very first National Family Law Moot Court in
collaboration
with
Surana
and
Surana,International Attorneys. The Moot court
was convened by Trisha Mukherjee and
Vidhatri of the fifth year, along with the
cooperation of the entire Moot Court Society.
Twenty eight teams from all over the country
enthusiastically participated in this “Battle of
wits and words.”
The Family Law Moot Court dealt with the
Hindu Marriage Act,1955 involving the case of
divorce, restitution of conjugal rights and
custody. The aim of the moot court was to
promote effective practice and the evolution of
cutting edge skills. The moot court was
organised for a period of 3 days that is from
17th January 2020 to 19th January 2020.The
programme commenced with the registrations
of the teams on 17th of January 2020. The
preliminary rounds and quarter finals were
conducted on 18th January 2020 and the semifinals and the finals were conducted on the
19th of January 2020.
Erudite advocates and men and women
profound in the knowledge of law judged the
various rounds. The eloquent budding lawyers
were highly competitive and extremely well
prepared. Eight teams qualified to the Quarter
Finals after a long and trying battle.
The Semi-Finals were scheduled to be held on
19th January 2020. Four teams battled it out in
the Semi-Finals.And finally at two in the
afternoon the Finals began. The petitioners
were from Lloyd Law College, Greater Noida
and the Respondents were from Law Centre-I,

Law Faculty of Delhi.With a confident heart
and well prepared brain, the finalists took the
challenge head on.It was an absolute honour
to have on the five judge bench: Dr. Professor
Virendra Kumar, Justice Majhri Nehru Kaul,
Mr. Vinay Kapoor Mehta, Mr. Ranjit Malhotra
and Dr. Sangeeta Bhalla. The judges were
extremely well read and proficient in their
field. They made it possible for the teams to
give their best and help AIL and Surana and
Surana make the competition a huge
success.After a long tussle the Respondent
were adjudged as winners and they took
home the well deserved trophy and a cheque
of Rs. 20,000. The runner team took away a
trophy and a cheque of Rs. 15,000.
To acknowledge all the hard work that the
participants had put in, participation
certificates were given to all 84 participants.
Further, Surana and Surana also gave away
the Best Speaker award to Soloman Mathew
of Advocate Balasaheb Apte College of Law,
Mumbai and the Best Memorial award to KIIT
School of Law, Bhubaneshwar. Muskan
Dubey of Lloyd Law College, Greater Noida
was given the title of The Best speaker
among the finalists.
It was an extreme honour and privilege for
the entire fraternity of the Army Institute of
Law to collaborate with Surana and Surana
and the organiser Mr. S Ravichandran. The
AIL family hopes to host many such events so
as to reach maximum law students and widen
their mental horizons.

RGNUL FEST
: MEHAK SANDHU (1ST YEAR)
As the second semester of the
academic year dawned on us, one
could hear the birds chirping in the
Sports complex of our college, almost
as if spring had arrived early. It was
that time of the year, when the
students of this college left their case
laws and memorials inside the walls of
their moot court hall, and wore their
trainers and studs and came to train on
the field and courts so rigorously that
they become a force to reckon with;
from jumping jacks and burpees to
running 50 laps a day. With the
arduous efforts of the captains of our
teams, a contingent of approximately
70 students were selected to go for

the Zelus Sports Fest, which was held
from 5th to 8th March at Rajiv Gandhi
National University of Law, Patiala. So,
lock, stock and barrel, reached the
enthusiastic athletes of AIL.
A fest with teams coming from some of
the most renowned colleges across the
country, many who had encountered
our sports contingent on the field
multiple times and accepted defeat
before half time. After being registered
on the first day of the fest, an IndieRock band, “Oorja” performed for us
as part of the social evening planned
by the host college in the campus.
Food stalls and refreshment stations
were set up and from the second day
the sports festivities began, and we got
a jumpstart as

most of our teams won their first
match. A lot of games were delayed
due to the unforeseen rain, but the
indoor games like Badminton, Table
Tennis and Chess continued.
A fever pitch was reached every time a
team walked on to a court or a field. It
was the strong and absolute will to win
and the cheers and applauds coming
from outside the line that made them
pull out all the stops. The performance
of our contingent grew by leaps and
bounds through the 4 days long fest,
by managing to bag a Gold each in
Basketball (girls), khokho (boys),
Tennis (girls); a Silver each in
Basketball(boys), volleyball (girls) and
multiple medals in short put, discus
throw and athletics and that is what
made us insurmountable to win the
“Overall Winners’ Trophy”. The fest
came to an end with a flash mob of
about 100 student rushing into the
sports complex performing a group
dance across the courts, raising the
spirits of the now worn out yet
exuberant and exhilarated sportsmen.
This experience has surely etched
unforgettable memories in the hearts
and minds of the perseverant students
and made them yearn to play more and
win more.

INTER COLLEGE
DEBATE: VITARKA

:KHUSHI SINGH(1ST YEAR)

The first edition of Inter-College
Debate
organised
by
Army
Institute of Law, Vitarka, was
held on 20th February, 2020. This
first of its kind conventional
debate
in
the
college
was
coordinated by the Debating
Society of the college for the
purpose of promoting the spirit
of meaningful debating in the
youth of today. Debating not
only aids in improving one’s
thinking
potential,
but
also
provides clarity of though and
great communication skills.The
competition
saw
a
great
response
with
students
from
various prestigious colleges of
tri-city
participating
enthusiastically.The
10
teams
competing had to debate on a
thought-provoking motion

‘Consumerism
in
Developing
Nations: A Boon or a Bane’. Each
team comprised of two speakers,
one
speaking
for
and
one
speaking against the motion. In
addition
to
speaking
for
4
minutes
on
the
topic,
each
speaker had to cleverly think on
their
feet
and
rebut
the
arguments put forth by their
brainy
opponents.
The
competition
was
judged
by
Sandeep
Sarang,
Associate
Professor, Government College
for Girls, Sector 11, Dr Shruti
Bedi, Associate Professor, UILS,
Panjab University, and Reshmi
Prabhakar,
Asst.
Prof.
from
Mohali college.

A deep research and insight on
the topic was reflected in the
debate,
making
the
competition extremely tough to
judge. A number of new ideas
were
provided,
some
discouraging consumerism, and
on
the
other
hand,
some
supporting the importance of
consumerism
in
developing
nations like ours. While those
who
contested
that
consumerism
is
a
boon
presented a dark and gloomy
picture of a world without
consumerism, the ones against
consumerism insisted that life
will be delightful and simple in
the absence of a manipulative
and brainwashing concept like
consumerism.
Each
speaker
spoke with absolute conviction
in
their
diction
and
ideas,
making
it
difficult
for
the
audience to pick a side.
This
very
successful
competition ended with DAV
College, Chandigarh taking the
Winners’
trophy
home
with
them. The Runners’ up prize
was bagged by the team from
MCM College, Mohali. Everyone
in the audience took something
back with them because of the
incisive thoughts put forth by
the participants.

No thief, however skillful,
can rob one of knowledge,
and that is why knowledge
is the best and safest
treasure to acquire.”
―L. Frank Baum, The Lost
Princess of Oz.
Hence to achieve the true meaning of
this quote Lex Quizarables organized an
Intra Institute Quiz. This year the
participation increased many folds.
The Annual Intra Institute quiz,
organized by the Quiz Club was held
on 6th February, 2020. For finals four
teams,
were

each

with

formed

performance

two

based
in

the

members
on

their

elimination

rounds held in the Seminar Hall.

The teams were as follows:Team A :
Mayank (3rd year) and Himanshu
(2nd year)Team B : Advitya (4th Year)
and Rahil (3rd year)Team C : Omvir
(4th Year) and Dipsa (2nd Year)Team
D : Saloni (4th Year) and Ajaypal
(3rd Year)
The Quiz Finale was conducted by
Shantanu Singh and Jasmine Brar. It
was

an

consisted

interesting
of

Audio

event

which

and

Visual

Rounds, Bounces and Pounces and
Audience Round.
In the end Team D with a huge
lead won the Intra Institute Quiz
2020.In all it was a fun occasion
where students got to discover their
knack for some intense quizzing. The
future for a deep rooted quizzing
culture in AIL looks promising

INTRA INSTITUTE
QUIZ – 2020
: AADYA JHA (3RD YEAR)

"OPPORTUNITIES DON'T
HAPPEN. YOU CREATE
THEM."
- CHRIS GROSSER
The AWES Fest is a comprehensive
contest, held yearly, to assess the
holistic development of students in
the field of Sports, Literature and
Arts. Each college is required to
field a contingent of 25 shortlisted
students who are all-rounder for
competing with the teams from
other colleges. Army Institute of
Law left its mark as always. This
year too, it was held from 1113th
February
2020.
Our
contingent,
a
bunch
of
all
rounder’s excelled not only in
sports events such as basketball,
volleyball,
chess,
badminton,
kabaddi and track events, but also
in literary events such as poster
making, spell-bee, poetry writing
and recitation, rangoli making and
volte face.

AWES YOUTH
FEST 2019
ANABHRA MISHRA

The AIL contingent won gold in:
Basketball (girls)
Basketball (boys)
Volleyball (girls)
Volleyball (boys)
Badminton girls (singles &
doubles)
Shot-put (girls & boys)
Discus throw (girls)
Chess (boys)
Rangoli making
Poster making
And silver in:
Chess (girls)
The contingent was declared
RUNNERS
UP
in
CULTURAL
EVENTS.

Hence, it is safe to say that, as always Army
Institute of Law, Mohali left its mark in this
chapter of AWES YOUTH FEST too!

(1ST YEAR)

THURSDAY AFTERNOON CHRONICLES: A LECTURE ON
‘SMART PHONE AND CYBER VULNERABILITIES’ BY MR.
GURCHARAN SINGH
: RADHIKA VARMA (2ND YEAR)

On the afternoon of 30th January 2020, The AIL fraternity gathered in the MP
Hall to participate in a constructive and stimulating conversation on the issue
‘Smart Phone and Cyber Vulnerabilities – Safety for the Students’, with the
keynote speaker being Mr. Gurcharan Singh (Faculty, Central Detective Training
Institute). What set this lecture apart from the numerous sessions held every
week was not only the relevance of the issue amongst the youth of today, but
the zealous engagement Sir had with the audience.

In a short span of an hour

and a half, the students were made privy to the innumerable security threats
lurking in a world driven by the Internet, along with the measures to secure
personal data in the face of privacy breaches.
In this session, Sir dwelled upon the most pertinent kinds of cyber security issues
along ways to prevent and

resolve them within the ambit of the IT Act, 2000.

He further elucidated the roles played by Ethical Hackers and Law Enforcement
agencies in efficiently dealing with these threats. Deeply engrossing from the
word ‘go’, the session was peppered with anecdotes from Sir’s vibrant career in
sphere

of

Cyber

Security,

and

concluded

with

an

interactive

Q&A

session

where he provided detailed and incisive answers to the questions posed by the
students and faculty.
On behalf of the Institution, we extend our gratitude and regards to Mr. Singh
for providing us this brilliant opportunity and hope to have many more such
interactions in the years to come.

REPUBLIC DAY- JANUARY 26TH, 2020
The entire campus of Army Institute of
Law, Mohali wakes up in another
fragrance of felicity on specially two
days of the year- one in January and
the other in August. The entire campus
breathes in the aura of perennial
nationalism and patriotism.
On the misty morning of the January
26th, 2020, we woke up to the
70th Republic Day of the state of India.
The crispy air was thick with fog and
the garden gras was beautifully laden
in dewdrops. The folded tricolor was
resting on the pole like a beauty
craving to wake up and stretch
out.With the deshbhakti geet playing in
the background,

The students assembled in the garden
clad in their uniformswhen Dr.
Tejinder
Kaur,
Principal,
AIL,
arrived.Ma’am was requested to hoist
the national flag, a moment that is
deeply etched in our memories. The
beautiful tricolor swayed in the air.
The
program
inaugurated
with
students presenting a medley of all
the iconic patriotic songs. It was
followed by an English and a Hindi
speech. Thereafter, Principal ma’am
presented vote of thanks. She advised
the students to always respect the
soil from which they have flourished
and thrive to give something back to
it. She also encouraged students to

voicetheir feelings if they wanted to.
Some
students
expressed
their
thoughts about patriotism, and some
sang songs.
All in all, the event marked another
benchmark in the history of the
prestigious institution when all of us,
irrespective of our differences, came
together to celebrate the adoption of
our field’s sanctum sanctorum- the
Indian Constitution. Unlike anywhere
else, at AIL, the end of Republic Day
doesn’t mean an event concluded. It
means looking forward to another
event, another devotion, another zealthe Independence Day!
: NISHANT TIWARI [3RD YEAR]

INTERACTIVE
SESSION WITH ICICI
: PREYOSHI BHATTACHARJEE
(3 RD YEAR)
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On 11th February, an interactive session
was conducted by Mr. Tomu Francis,
Batch of 2007 alumnus. Sir at present is a
partner at Khaitan & Co in the firm’s
Securities Litigation Practice.
This interactive session was a delightful
blend of real time wisdom, inspiring
anecdotes with a side serving of nostalgia.
We had the opportunity to learn about all
the spectrums of the trade, the good and
the bad, which are often sugar coated.
The stories and experiences we heard are
something that we all would definitely
keep in our minds, to learn and lean from.
The session ended with a Q&A segment.
We all would once again like to thank Sir
for taking time out for us and delivering a
highly informative session.

NOBODY IS BOTHERED
ABOUT AN
INSTITUTION MORE
THAN ITS ALUMNI.
- N. R. NARAYANA
MURTHY

Session with
Mr.Tomu Francis
: ANANYA PURI (3RD YEAR)

With the growing momentum in the
internet industry and its legal regulation,
the Intellectual Property Laws are
becoming a crucial part of the legal
industry worldwide. It is not uncommon
to see it becoming an affixed part of the
legal curriculum with every passing year.
To throw light on this develop-ping
branch of law, which is often seen as an
offshoot of the corporate law, Ms.
Navneet Momi kindly assented to deliver
a guest lecture on the same on 13rd of
February, 2020.

Madam started with a basic explanation
of how the field of intellectual property
law came into being. Its need, most
prominently, also laid down its
objectives. The laws, which are too
young as compared to other Indian
laws, are a twisting and churning vortex
of incipient laws that are still
developing at every step followed by the
government
policies,
legislations,
judicial precedents and due to work of
the think tanks working in this regard.
Ma’am also explained to the students
the basic terms related to the field
before proceeding with its practical
aspect. Some terms such as “registered
trademark” and “trademark” were
talked about in detail due to the greater
conceptual clarity needed for the same.
She then guided the students into
working of the field, also substantiating
upon the points using her personal
experience of working as a professional
in the same.Mainly inclined towards the
procedure, use, working, and its
applicability, the lecture focussed on
the practical realm of the intellectual
property law. The lecture took the
students to another turn of curiosity
and fostered in them an inquisitiveness
to research more about it.

WORKING WITH THE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS BY MS. NAVNEET
MOMI
: NISHANT TIWARI (3RD YEAR)

We’ve all grown up hearing this
anecdote, “har sikke ke do pehlu
hote hain”, this guest lecture by
Dr. Prof. Virendra Kumar, Emeritus
was an enlightening one,
emphasising on this very anecdote.
Sir, with his vast knowledge and
experience with the Indian
Judiciary, taught us how “audi
alteram partem” is a fundamental
principle of law and that it is
something that we as future
lawyers should live by.
Famous for his question , “Where is
Simran?” to the counsels during
Surana & Surana Family Law Moot
Court Competition, held in the
college a week ago; unlike most
Thursday sessions, sir’s lecture
was an eye-opener for all the
people listening to it, and his
engagement with the audience was
applaudable.
In September 2018, the Supreme
Court of India ruled that women of
all
age
groups
can
enter Sabarimala temple.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF
THE SABRIMALA CASE
JUDGEMENT BY PROF.
VIRENDRA KUMAR
: ANABHRA MISHRA 1ST YEAR

This was a battle between faith
and basic human rights and dignity
of women and was subject to
criticical analysis of all.
Statements such as:"Devotion
Can't
Be
Subject
To
Discrimination":
Judges' Sabarimala Verdict. "Lord
Ayappa is not a separate
denomination" "To treat women as
lesser children of God is blinking
at the Constitution" "Rules based
on biological characteristics will
not muster constitution" , and the
only dissenting judge, ironically a
woman, give an equally suitable
reason for the statement, that
when it comes to religion and faith
of people, judiciary shouldn’t
interfere. But, “the ayes have
it”….
While the debate has no end, the
critical analysis given by sir
definitely gave us a food for
thought and taught us to keep our
minds open to different opinions
and form our opinion based on
facts and logic.

On 5th march,2020 an austere but enlightening personality
visited AIL, Ms. Tanu Bedi, advocate Punjab and Haryana high
court, Chandigarh. Her entrance in MPH made the hall cheerful
and as she started delivering her lecture the interest came from
within and by the time lecture was over students were resolute
as to ’why they chose law.’
Ms. Bedi started the session with her entry in the profession and
like no different being she too was very dilute and disturbed
with her future it was when se chose law but later on what made
her a true advocate was her company with her seniors. She
shared that people who attended her were in dire situations and
they didn’t even have money and she fought for them at free of
cost and till today she preserves her habit of no fee’s litigation.
She then discussed about her experience with clients, she said
that when people asked her why you defend criminals, then she
used to give them the befitting reply that until unless proved
guilty, one is not a criminal and as a lawyer it is her duty
present the other side of story and help in providing justice. And
in the process, she had to faced to different types of challenges
like social stigmas attached, legal stereotypes attached, and
shrinks. She shared that shrinks are a part of profession and at
one stage every lawyer faces this reality.She justified the aim of
choosing law, either it be to provide justice or be it making
money.
But the point is one must be clear with it and should be free
from ambiguity. Her views about litigation and firms were clear,
litigation gives roller coaster ride whereas in firms one will
have a decent start from the beginning but later the scope is
limited. Overall, she exposed the students to intricacies,
challenges and perquisites of legal profession. Later she took
questions from audience and then left the hall with excerpts
from her life and giving an invitation of internship to students.

“WHAT IT MEANS TO
BE A LAWYER” BY
ADV. TANU BEDI
: ABHISHEK BAJPAI (1ST YEAR)

They say that the hardest thing to achieve
in life is the one you need the most. Love,
compassion, happiness, peace; these
words sound so alluring but are one of the
most difficult things to achieve in one’s
life. They are not just terms but emotions;
emotions that cannot be described but
only felt. An abstract version of what every
other human being craves for at the end of
the day. They can only be understood if
our body, mind and soul is in complete
compliance with each other and creates a
state of equilibrium and to let us achieve
this state, many organizations are present
which are working towards it and one of
them is, ‘The Art of Living.’“Unless we have
a stress-free mind and a violence-free
society, we cannot achieve world
peace”,With this motto, Gurudev Sri Sri
Ravi
Shankar,
a
world-renowned
humanitarian and spiritual teacher,
established a non-profit, educational and
humanitarian organization, “The Art of
Living” in 1981 to achieve its motive of
strengthening the individual and serving
the society.

ART OF
LIVING
SESSION
: ARPITA CHAUHAN
(1ST YEAR)
The Art of Living community is diverse and
attracts people from all walks of life. The
organization is currently operating in 156
countries.
This
organization
offers
numerous highly effective and selfeducational programs and tools that
facilitate the elimination of stress. These
programs,
which
include
breathing
techniques, meditation, yoga and practical
wisdom for daily living, have helped millions
around the world to completely transform
their lives.
A student’s life is very stressful and
burdensome because of which they lose
their inner peace, concentration, and have
unstable nature. The Army Institute of Law
to help their students in relieving the stress
and improve their mental health held a
session with the Art of Living in the college.
The organization apprised the students
about the importance of good mental health
and happiness and made them aware of how
it can help them in achieving their goals.
They also informed the students about the

various programs which their organization
had specifically started for the students
and their well being and encouraged the
students to participate in them. It was an
enlightening and fun-oriented session for
the students in which the students also
learned about some natural techniques to
relax their body and mind. The students
enjoy the entire session and look forward
to the programs that the organization will
conduct with the help of the college.The
more compassionate and loving human
beings is what the society needs today and
everyone should work in that direction to
make our world a better place to live in.

THE LAST TRIP BEFORE LOCKDO

‘Life is short and the
world is wide’

: MUSKAN DANG (2ND YEAR)
Who could have imagined that the whole world would have come to a standstill because of a tiny virus? But
as we say there is something to learn out of every experience, the most important thing that this lockdown
has taught us is to value time. We must grab every opportunity we get as we never know when we get hit by
a pandemic that threatens the existence of the human race. While we all look back to the good old days
before the virus came into the picture, I consider myself lucky enough to have been on one of the most
memorable trips with my loved ones.
There are some places you visit once and some that become a part of you, Rajasthan is one of the select few
in India. I was leaving the college campus after my 3rd semester exams when my father surprised me with
an impromptu trip to Rajasthan. In no time we were cruising on the magnanimous Jaipur expressway and
we headed towards Chittorgarh after having our evening’s tea in Jaipur. The following day we visited the
Chittorgarh fort. While we revisited some of the most iconic scenes from the movie Padmavati, the most eyecatching sight was the intricacy in the architecture, from temples to common baths everything was so
perfectly designed.
Next stop was the city of lakes. Whether it was the picturesque lakes or the majestic Lake Palace everything
was perfect about Udaipur, including the weather. The reason why Udaipur was the best part of my tour
was that my grandparents joined us there from Gujarat. From speedboat rides to some of the best German
bakeries Udaipur had it all. The most enthralling part of the visit was definitely the City Palace.
Encapsulating the experience this architectural marvel by the banks of lake Pichola had everything from the
exquisite view of the city, some amazing inbuilt security gates to antique furniture and fine ornaments.
After spending an amazing weekend, we headed to Jodhpur. Apart from the gorgeous Umaid Bhawan
Palace and the majestic Mehrangarh Fort, the astounding part of our journey was the Rajasthani thali. Hotel
Gypsy in Jodhpur serves one of the most authentic and elaborate Rajasthani thalis one can dream of. Coming
back to the fort, one line to sum it up would be that one day is not enough to soak in the what this place has
to offer. One can easily get lost in the history and the charm of this breath-taking monument.
Towards the end of the trip we headed towards Bikaner, a city with vivid little lanes filled with tiny eateries
with delicious native Rajasthani food. This tiny city housed one of the most fascinating forts of all, the
Junagarh Fort. A very accessible fort from the city. It had a beautiful museum with a plethora of arms and
artillery on display. We left Rajasthan with a heavy heart and priceless memories. What started as an
impromptu trip ended up being one of the best family trips.

TRIP TO BAROG –
3rd YEAR BATCH TRIP
2020
: SUNIDHI SINGH (3RD YEAR)

“The world is a book and
those who do not travel
read only a page.”
- Saint Augustine

Our college believes in the same
philosophy and provides its students
with the opportunity to travel to new
places as a batch every year, giving
every student an opportunity to
discover a new page as they grow to
become lawyers of an all-round
personality. It understands well that
travelling makes a person richer in all
aspects of life. This year, the 3rd year
students got an opportunity to visit a
small but very famous village of
Himachal Pradesh known as ‘Barog’.
Home to the famous ‘Barog Tunnel’,
Barog is a place of great tourist
attraction situated in the foothills of
the Himalayas.
We set about our journey to Barog by
a bus with our teacher coordinators
Dr. Puja Jaiswal and Dr. Kulpreet Kaur
Bhullar at about 7 a.m. in the morning
from the college. Enjoying the chilly
weather (which seemed cloudy but
stable that day), playing games and
chit-chatting with our friends, we
covered a distance of about 60 km
through the Kalka-Shimla Highway
and reached our destination at about
10 a.m. At the bus stop, we were given
instructions on being careful while
exploring the hill station on our own
and returning by the specified time at
the same spot. The students then
went ahead with their plans to
experience the adorable village in
small groups. While many set out to
visit the local market, almost all went
to the Barog Tunnel at the Barog
Station, popular for its spooky stories
of encounters of the locals with the
friendly ghost of Colonel Barog. Being
the adventurers that the students are,

many also took the small but thrilling
trekking path which brings back the
tourists directly from the Station to
the village Barog. The trek was an
awesome experience for all of us. But
as they say that adventure begins
where certainty ends, something
more adventurous and life changing
was awaiting us.
As the trip was approaching its end,
the weather changed dramatically
beginning with the sky getting darker
with gray clouds and the wind
blowing at high speeds. The following
hailstorm acted as the cherry on top
of the cake. Not all but many students
got stranded where they were. It was
this moment that gave us a life
changing
but
heart-warming
experience. All the students worked
together to help each other. Putting
their own safety at stake, the
students who had reached the bus
contacted
everyone
else
for
confirming if they were alright and
went to help those who were not able
to come back. Soon, all the students
had reached the bus safely.We had
been talking about batch unity since
the first semester of our college. That
day we witnessed it.Given the bad
weather, we left Barog early. As a
consequence, we reached college
early with smiles on our faces, having
experienced what Ibn Battuta, the
great
traveler,
once
aptly
said-“Traveling – It leaves you
speechless, then turns you into a
storyteller.”

On March, 1st 2020 the batch of
second year, AIL got to blow off some
steam from the jim-jams of strenuous
college events and the—studies,
competitions
and
assignment—
frenzy everyone is usually in. The
batch trip is one of those events
which lasts barely a day but forms
memories that last a lifetime. It’s a
time when all the batch-mates
together let loose and have a whale of
a time with friends, marking a great
bonding exercise. The jitters first
started when it was announced by the
coordinators that we’d be visiting
Barog, a place half of us didn’t even
know about. After an elaborate plan
and possibly a trillion Google
searches of—Places to visit in Barog,
we finally felt prepared to effectively
spend our limited time of 5 hours in
all the right locations. We started off
with a swing in the morning; the bus
was buzzing with excitement—
extensive karaoke, dancing to the
reverberating beats of overplayed
songs and hilariously bad jokes &
stupid antics, would be a light way to
put the thrill of students. When we
finally reached and the snacks had
been distributed along with a detailed
set of instructions, every group
rushed their own way to relish the
sight of all the good spots available
for young

tourists. The Barog tunnel and the
train has to be the most famous
attraction of the place so flocks of
students marched in that direction,
clicking aesthetic pictures and going
through the largest tunnel on the
UNESCO heritage i.e. the KalkaShimla railway and feeling an
emotional rush like of being a child
again, in that tiny train. The
landscaped vistas everyone witnessed
was a sight for sore eyes and
definitely unforgettable. Walking
through the woods, hiking around,
visiting the cemetery in Dagshai,
riding a bus all the way from Solan,
literally rushing back to reach the
meet-up point on time to conciliate
the coordinators in charge and a
zestful bus ride back home—are just
some of the countless memories
everyone is going to keep like a
souvenir from that day. The moment
the whole batch jumped back on the
grounds of Army Institute of law and
screamed, ‘Batch Photo'—a tradition,
after every major batch event,
everyone was frazzled and dead on
their feet but still cheery enough for
one last picture. Although we all did
drop dead on our beds when we got
back, it had to be one of the most
physically draining but immensely
exciting Sunday ever experienced.

As I sit at home, writing this in the
midst of a daunting, global pandemic
it makes me a feel a little better when I
reminisce all the exuberance felt that
day and hopefully everyone is in a
transport of delight in the same way
on thinking about that day.

“If you think adventure is
dangerous, try routine; it is

Barog

lethal”
~ Paulo Coelho

BATCH TRIP OF 2ND YR.
:ADITI SINGH (2ND
YEAR)

TRIP TO CHAIL
(4TH YEARS, BATCH OF 2021)

: GARIMA DIXIT (4TH YEAR)
The batch was not really very optimistic about Chail
since it's not got many places to visit worth
spending time and it involved a long travel time too.
The good part however was that the journey too,
has got amazing views when it is up to hills! And of
course the songs and party environment that fills
the bus when it's your batchmates! So, after 5
hours of journey we reached Chail at around
12:30pm. Some of us started with the Cricket
stadium (which is the highest in the world, but was
closed), others towards The Palace and those who
felt hungry, towards the food street. After a short
walk we reached a restaurant and had tea and
started for The Palace. We reached there and found
many other batchmates too who were about to

EXPLORE THE NATURE AND
DISCOVER YOUR NEXT
FAVORITE HANGOUT SPOT.

revert without visiting The Palace but then since we
were now more in numbers, we managed to bargain
and that was the best decision we made!
After clicking some photographs in and out the
palace, we started playing old school games in Palace
garden and i tell you it was so much fun! The weather
was beautiful and we craved the hot hillside maggie
feeling and therefore, ordered the same from The
Royal Canteen. We were so excited to eat it outside in
the cold, but before we knew it started raining! We
felt bad initially but then realised the maggie tasted
as good inside as well due to the cold weather and
sound of rain accompanied with petrichor! We
received our messages to report near the bus. We
started off adjusting with the few umbrellas we had,
eventually started to run some of us not even caring
of the umbrellas since the weather was so so lovely!
But, all this was transient until the hailstorm struck us
and now even the umbrellas were not protective
enough. Our hands literally turned blue and faces
freezed of cold. The pain of hails striking us was
grave enough to make us take a hault in a nearby
shelter where we saw the other batchmates waiting
too.

After sharing a bit about the destination, take the
time to impart key knowledge on getting around.
Put in some tips on how one can fully enjoy a trip
or suggest some ideal places to visit while in an
area.
And let me tell you it was such a moment - all of us
reuniting, those already there warm and cozy
offering their hoodies to those otherwise, and all
of us sharing the little snacks we had! When the
hailstorm became quieter, we continued our walk to
meet our faculty mid way in a restaurant who
themselves were waiting for the storm to end. The
chai lovers and the non chai lovers almost everyone
sipped tea that day! Most of us were hungry and
ordered there while waiting for the final orders
from the college if we could stay there for the
night since the storm just didn't seem to end. At
around 5pm, we started off for college and even
after such long a journey, refused to get to our
hostel rooms before the curfew timings of 11pm!
Perhaps the sages have left some divinity in the
hills that you would never return disappointed
whatsoever!
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